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A Report Career Guidance Session on “How to prepare for Microsoft Internship”
by M. Rahul Reddy on Oct 31st ,2012
A career guidance session on “ how to
prepare for Microsoft Internship program”
was delivered by Mr. M. Rahul Reddy,
alumnus of 2012 pass out batch for the
students of BE 3/4 CSE on Oct 31st , 2012.

also insisted on the employee satisfaction
while reiterating the work life.

The Objective of the session was to
motivate the students on the various ways of
preparing to face an interview panel for the
internship program offered by Microsoft
India Pvt Ltd. The speaker could stress on the
written test and the common mistakes
students do while presenting them self during
the interview.
He also shared that people at
Microsoft are too kind that they never
hesitate to give inputs to the queries asked by
the any one at Microsoft, Hyderabad.
Mr. Rahul Reddy concluded the
session by advising the students to
experiment with the basics of C ,C++, data
structures concepts and write simple
algorithms in any language of their interest to
understand the in depths of how they work.
He iterated on the various aspects,
like Passion towards technology, out of the
box thinking, analytical & problem solving
skills, interactive behavior etc, required for
any undergraduate to be a part of any
product based company and is normally
tested through the first few rounds of the
interview.
Mr. Rahul Reddy moved on sharing
his working experience at Microsoft right
from the day of joining Microsoft ,Hyderabad.
He was happy to share that Microsoft has
given an opportunity for him to attend the
annual international conference held at
Toronto before he could join Microsoft. He

The session was proven to be very
encouraging & interactive as expressed by
students of 3/4 CSE A & B.

